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Revenga Smart Solutions 1H23: in line with IPO 
expectations 

Thursday, 2 November 2023, 10:30 am 
César Sánchez-Grande – Head of Institutional Research 

 

Revenga Smart Solutions has published its 1H23 results, which have been in line with the 
figures reported in the Incorporation Information Document. 

 
Key highlights of the results: 1) Sales figure dropped -10.8% to EUR 14.7 million (39% 
international) as a result of a slower pace in the execution of certain projects in the backlog 
(Algeria, Turkey, Egypt, Quito and Spain. 2) Adjusted EBITDA improved +9.5% to EUR 1.7 
million (adjustment of EUR 94,500 of IPO expenses before 30 June). It should be noted that 
the margin improved 2.2 p.p. to 11.8% as a result of the company's strategy aimed at being 
more selective when submitting bids. 3) Net debt has remained stable, in line with what was 
reported in the incorporation to the BME Growth. 4) The order backlog reached EUR 95.1 
million, a figure similar to the EUR 103 million reported at the 2022 year-end. It should be noted 
that the pipeline increased to EUR 293 million, which is higher than our estimates of EUR 264.5 
million for the current year, a fact that confirms the excellent situation of the sectors in which the 
company is currently operating. 

 
R&T (Rail & Terminals): sales decreased by -9.5% to EUR 10.4 million (70.2% of group sales) 
as a result of the slowdown in projects in Algeria, Egypt and Turkey, as well as in Spain 
following the regional government elections. In 2H23, delays in the formation of a government in 
Spain will also have a negative impact. EBITDA in 1H23 amounted to EUR 1.4 million (-1.7% 
compared to 1H22), which improved the EBITDA margin by 1.1 p.p. to 13.7%. The order 
backlog at the end of 1H23 amounted to EUR 65.4 million (-9.5% compared to 1H22) as a result 
of the cancellation of a project with ADIF amounting to EUR 8.2 million, for which the company 
has filed a claim for potential compensation ranging from EUR 0.45/0.50 million. Pipeline 
increased to EUR 232.9 million compared to EUR 220.4 million at the 2022 year-end, 
anticipating positive growth. 

 
ITS (Intelligent Transport Systems): sales decreased by -14.8% to EUR 4.2 million (29.8% of 
group sales), primarily as a result of the stoppage of the Quito metro L1 project caused by the 
change of government. EBITDA in 1H23 amounted to EUR 0.3 million (+129.5%), which 
reflected a strong improvement in profitability by 4.7 p.p. to 7.5%. This margin increase is 
produced when compared to a 1H22 negatively affected by the Malaga-Estepona-Guadiaro 
tunnels project. The order backlog at the end of 1S33 amounted to EUR 29.7 million (-3.4% 
compared to 1H22) and the pipeline increased significantly to EUR 60.1 million compared to 
EUR 44.1 million at the 2022 year-end, which reflects the excellent situation of the sector. 

 
Conclusion: these results are in line with forecasts and should not have an impact on the share 
price. OVERWEIGHT (4.05 EUR/share). 

 

Key figures: 
 

 

 
Overweight 

(EUR million)  1H23 1H22 Var % 

Total revenues  14.7 16.5 -10.8% 

R&T  10.4 11.5 -9.5% 

ITS  4.2 4.9 -14.8% 

Other  0.1 0.0 124.1% 

Adjusted EBITDA  1.7 1.6 9.5% 

 Margin 11.7% 10.7% -1.0 pp 

R&T  1.4 1.5 -1.7% 

 Margin 13.7% 12.6% -1.1 pp 

ITS  0.3 0.1 129.5% 
 Margin 7.5% 2.8% -4.7 pp 

Net profit  0.1 0.2 -51.4% 
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DISCLAIMER 

1. Factual information 

 
At the following link (https://www.r4.com/digital/recanalisis/empresas.html) you can consult, for this value date and on the 

recommendations issued in the last 12 months: (i) the date and time at which each of the published reports was completed; (ii) the 

recommendation and (iii) the target price. Note: the date and time are identified as those of the first publication of the recommendation to 

which they refer. 

2. Analyst certification 

 
Renta 4 Banco's Research Department is formed by the following analysts: Natalia Aguirre and César Sánchez-Grande (Directors), 

Álvaro Arístegui, Javier Díaz, Pablo Fernández, Nuria Álvarez, Eduardo Imedio, Ángel Pérez and Iván San Felix (Analysts) 

El/The analyst(s) involved in the preparation of the recommendation(s) in this research report, as identified herein, certify hereby that the 

opinions expressed accurately reflect their personal judgments. 

Furthermore, they certify that they have not received, are not receiving, and will not receive, either directly or indirectly , any 

remuneration in exchange for providing a particular recommendation in this report.  

The remuneration system for the analyst(s) in this report is based on a wide range of criteria, which include the income obtained in the 

financial year by Renta 4 Banco, although they do not receive compensation directly related to transactions relating to investment or 

ancillary services provided by Renta 4 Banco or any other type of operations or trading commissions that Renta 4 Banco or any other 

person belonging to the Renta 4 Group (hereinafter "the Group") carries out or receives. 

3. Important information 

 
This report does not provide personalised financial advice. It has been prepared independently of the specific financial circumstances and 

objectives of the recipients. Investors having access to this report must be aware that the securities, instruments or investments to which 

it refers may not be suitable for their particular investment objectives, financial position or risk profile as these have not been taken into 

account for the preparation of this report, and should therefore adopt their own investment decisions taking into account such 

circumstances and seek specific and specialist advice as may be required. 

The contents of this document, as well as the data, opinions, estimates, forecasts and recommendations included herein, have been 

prepared by the Renta 4 Banco's Analysis Department in order to provide its clients with general information as of the date of issue of the 

report and are subject to change without prior notice. 

 
This document is based on public information and on sources deemed reliable, but such information has not been verified on an 

independent basis by any of the Group's staff and no warranty, express or implied, is given as to its accuracy, completeness or 

correctness. 

The Group entities do not undertake any commitment to report changes or to update the contents of this document. Neither this 

document nor its contents shall be deemed to be an offer, invitation or request to purchase or subscribe for securities or other 

instruments or to make or cancel investments, nor shall it form the basis of any contract, commitment or decision of any kind. The Group 

entities assume no liability whatsoever for any direct or indirect loss that may result from the use of this document or its contents. 

Investors are reminded that past performance of securities or instruments or historical investment outcomes do not guarantee future 

performance or results. 

 
Stock or instrument prices or investment performance may fluctuate against the investor's interest or even result in the loss of the initial 

investment. Transactions in futures, options and high yield securities or instruments may involve high risks and are not suitable for all 

investors. 

In fact, in certain investments, losses may exceed the initial investment, in which case additional contributions are required to cover the 

full amount of such losses. 

Therefore, prior to engaging in transactions in these instruments, investors should be aware of their functioning, rights, obligations and 

risks, as well as those of the securities behind them. There may be no secondary market for such instruments. 

Group employees may provide written or oral market feedback or investment strategies to clients representing options different from 

those presented in this document. 

Unless otherwise stated in this report, there is no intention to update this information. 

 
4. Information regarding disclosure of interests or conflicts of interest 

 
✓ Not applicable: The analyst signing this analysis report holds a position in the company under analysis. 

https://www.r4.com/digital/recanalisis/empresas.html
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✓ Group companies have information boundaries, in accordance with the regulations in force. 

 
✓ The Group has organisational and technical measures in place to prevent and manage conflicts of interest. These include an 

Internal Code of Conduct https://www.r4.com/normativa, and a Conflicts of Interest Policy 

https://www.r4.com/download/pdf/mifid/mifid_conflictos.pdf , which are binding for all employees. These documents 

include, among others, the control procedures applicable to the Analysis Department (rules to prevent insider trading, 

independence in the drafting of reports or the regime of incentives, personal transactions or remuneration). 

 
✓ Applicable: Group entities have a net long or short position exceeding the 0.5% threshold of the issuer's total issued share 

capital: Making Science 

✓ Not applicable: the issuer holds holdings exceeding 5% of its total issued share capital. 

 
✓ Not applicable: any of the group entities is a party to an agreement with the issuer relating to the preparation of the 

recommendation. 

✓ Not applicable: any of the Group entities has been lead or co-manager during the twelve months prior to any publicly 

disclosed offering of the issuer's financial instruments. 

✓ The remuneration scheme of the author(s) of this report is not based on the outcome of any specific investment banking 

transaction. 

✓ Renta 4 Banco has liquidity contracts with atSistemas (registered advisor), Clínica Baviera, Grupo Ecoener, Castellana 

Properties (registered advisor), Izertis (registered advisor), Llorente y Cuenca (registered advisor), Millenium Hotels 

(registered advisor), Making Science (registered advisor), Revenga Smart Solutions and Inversa Prime Socimi (registered 

advisor). In addition, it has a registered advisor contract with Gigas and a sponsored analysis contract with Amper, Azkoyen, 

DIA, Inmobiliaria del Sur, Nextil, Revenga Smart Solutions and Tubos Reunidos, for which it charges fees. 

✓ Mr. Juan Carlos Ureta, Executive Chairman of Renta 4 Banco S.A., is a member of the Board of Directors of GRUPO 

ECOENER S.A. and IZERTIS S.A. 

 

5. Recommendation systems 

 

The information included in this report has been obtained from reliable sources and, although reasonable care has been observed to 

ensure that the information included and relied upon in this report is neither uncertain nor misleading at the time of its publication, we 

cannot certify that it is accurate and complete and it should not be assumed to be so. 

In this regard, we highlight the main sources used: companies under analysis, CNMV, Bloomberg, Factset, economic press (including 

Expansión, Cinco Días, El Economista, FT, etc.), general press (El Mundo, El País, ABC, La Razón, etc.), economic information websites 

(Bolsa de Madrid, Sociedad de Bolsas, BME Growth, digital versions of economic and general press, etc.), Bank of Spain, Spanish 

National Institute of Statistics, ECB, FED, Bank of England, Bank of Japan. 

Unless otherwise stated in this report, target prices and recommendations are based on expected outcomes up to the end of the calendar 

year. A From December onwards, target prices and recommendations for the following year-end will be provided. The methodology for 

calculating the target price is generally based on discounted cash flow, NPV, Dividend Discount, Equity, comparable ratios, Net Asset 

Value. 

Three categories or types of recommendation are established: Overweight, revaluation potential higher than that of the benchmark index 

(Ibex 35) over the defined term (end of the current year, unless otherwise stated in the report); Underweight, revaluation potential lower 

than that of the benchmark index (Ibex 35) over the defined term (end of the current year, unless otherwise stated in the report); Hold, 

revaluation potential similar to that of the benchmark index (Ibex 35) over the defined term (end of the current year, unless otherwise 

stated in the report). These are indicative definitions. Recommendations may differ from these guidelines when justified by market 

factors, industry trends, company-specific events, etc. 

At the following link (https://www.r4.com/digital/recanalisis/empresas.html) you can consult, as of the current date, the recommendations 

prepared by Renta 4 Banco's Research Department for the list of companies being covered: (i) the share price of the latest report; (ii) the 

target price; (iii) the type of recommendation; (iv) the date and time of the latest report; (v) the analyst; (vi) the validity of the target price 

and (vi) the percentage of the recommendation categories (overweight, underweight, hold or under review) out of the total 

recommendations made in the last 12 months. 

 

This document may not be: (1) copied, photocopied or duplicated in any manner, form or medium (2) redistributed or (3) quoted, without 

prior written permission from Renta 4 Group. This report may not be reproduced, taken or forwarded in any form to any country (or 

persons or entities therein) in which its disclosure would be prohibited by applicable law. Non-compliance with these restrictions may 

constitute a breach of the laws of the relevant jurisdiction. 

 
Renta 4 Banco is regulated and supervised by the National Securities Market Commission (CNMV). 

https://www.r4.com/normativa
https://www.r4.com/download/pdf/mifid/mifid_conflictos.pdf
https://www.r4.com/digital/recanalisis/empresas.html

